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Abstract: In this paper, a study on photovoltaic module physical parameters behavior depending on irradiance G and 

module temperature TM is presented. From this investigation, new equations translating physical parameters behavior 

depending on TM and G are developed. The new proposed laws, which combine the effects of G and TM in a correlated 

manner, have the advantage of incorporating G effect on the temperature coefficients by including specific terms. The 

developed laws form a basis for predicting PV module performance and can be incorporated into maximum power 

point tracking (MPPT) programs to extract peak power output under different operating conditions. This study is 

conducted by examining the electrical performances at the maximum power (Im, Vm), the open circuit (0, VOC), and the 

short circuit (ISC, 0) points measured using an elaborate experimental platform. The photovoltaic module used is a 

monocrystalline type exposed to four G values of 700, 800, 880 and 1000 W.m-2 for temperatures TM between 16°C 

and 48°C. 

Keywords: PV modules performance, Physical parameters behavior, Temperature and irradiance effects, Performance 

prediction, I-V curve tracer. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The most elementary equivalent electrical circuit 

of a photovoltaic (PV) cell (Fig. 1), which 

corresponds to single diode model (SDM), includes 

an ideal diode with a saturation current (I0) and an 

ideality factor (n), a current generator delivering a 

photo-current of intensity Iph, and a series (RS) and a 

shunt (RSH) resistances [1].  

The SDM model's equation (Fig. 1) is given by :  
 

𝐼(𝑉) = 𝐼0 (exp (
𝑉−𝑅𝑠 𝐼

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
) − 1) +

𝑉−𝑅𝑠 𝐼

𝑅𝑠𝐻
− 𝐼𝑝ℎ (1) 

 

I0, Iph, RS, RSH, and n represent the five physical 

parameters. Vth = kBTM/e, with kB: Boltzmann constant, 

TM: PV cell temperature, e: elementary charge.  
Photovoltaic cell characterization consists of  

 

 
Figure. 1 PV cell SMD model 

 

experimental current-voltage (I-V) measurements, 

extracting the physical parameters model and 

analyzing them to understand its electrical properties 

and identify loss mechanisms. Extraction and 

evolution study of the PV cells physical parameters 

under different climatic conditions can be useful to 

improve their efficiency. 

Many research studies have investigated the 

effect of changes in irradiation (G) and PV module 

temperature (TM) on their performance and physical 

parameters. I0 parameter is considered in some work 
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to be independent of the irradiance level [2]. Further 

studies have found decrease in I0 with G [3]. In 

contrast to these found results, studies have shown 

that I0 grows with irradiance [4]. I0, resulting from 

minority carriers generated thermally, is quite 

sensitive to temperature variation. Some work has 

found that I0 undergoes an exponential increase with 

TM [3]. Khan et al. [5] have found that I0 has an 

inverse behavior with TM.  

The RS parameter, related to the resistive losses in 

the different PV cell constituents, has an important 

effect on the electrical performance. In the literature 

three behaviors of RS as a function of G have been 

observed. RS can decrease [5], increase [6] or be 

independent with G [4]. Furthermore, two behaviors 

of RS as a function of TM have been generally 

observed. RS can increase linearly [7] or decrease [3] 

with rising temperature.   

Ideality factor (n) value depends on the type and 

quality of the used materials, the type of used junction 

and the solar cell manufacturing processes [7]. By 

considering the SDM model, n is assumed as 

independent of TM and G [1]. In several studies, the 

results obtained show that when irradiance increase, 

n decreases if G is below 300 W/m2 and increases if 

G is above 300 W/m2 [6]. Fébba et al [8] have found 

that n undergoes a small linear decrease for G ranging 

from 600 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2. TM influence on n has 

also been investigated in several studies. Singh et al 

[9] noted that n is independent of TM, however, 

Bendaoud et al [2] showed that n decreases linearly 

with increasing temperature. 

Shunt resistance (RSH) has a slight effect on solar 

cell efficiency [2]. Several studies found that RSH 

increases with G  [1] and others have shown an 

opposite behavior G [3].  TM effect analysis on the 
physical parameters in some works shows a linear 

decrease of RSH [9]. Photogenerated current (Iph) 

behavior shows a perfectly linear increase with TM 

and G [8].  

The prediction of the performance of PV system 

installations under real operating conditions has been 

the subject of several studies [10]–[14].  Studies have 

proposed empirical laws expressing the variation of 

PV module performances, such as maximum power 

(Pmax), VOC, ICC and conversion efficiency, as a 

function of  TM and G [10]. Other works introduce 

correction coefficients into these laws that take into 

account the effects of other factors on PV module 

performance, among which are incidence angle and 

solar spectral distribution [15]. Besides these studies, 

some work has been carried out to predict the 

performances according to the climatic conditions 

based on the physical parameter’s extraction. This 

approach has the advantage of providing more 

information than the first one and of reconstructing 

the whole I-V characteristics. However, the laws 

variation depending on G and T are proposed for only 

a some physical parameters and the performances are 

deduced by considering some approximations [16]. 

In this work, the impact of TM and G on the 

physical parameters of PV modules is evaluated. For 

this purpose, the physical parameters extraction is 

carried out by exploiting the experimental data 

corresponding to the points (Vm, Im), (VOC, I=0), and 

(V=0, ISC), measured under actual operating 

environment by a high-resolution characterization 

platform [1]. Based on the findings of the physical 

parameter’s behavior, new equations translating the 

TM and G influences are developed. The reliability of 

the developed equations is evaluated by comparison 

with those reported in the scientific literature. The 

developed equations can serve as bases to predict the 

I-V characteristics and to locate the maximum power 

point under changing climatic conditions. After 

introduction, this work is organized as follows: 

Section 2 outlines the extraction method used.  

Section 3 presents the experimental data used and 

their equivalent equations obtained by regression. 

Section 4, results and discussion, presents the 

physical parameters extraction results, the 

corresponding equations modeling their behavior as 

a function of TM and G, and comparison results with 

other scientific literature models. The conclusion of 

this work, outlines the main points and presents 

perspectives. 

2. Extracting physical parameters 

Extraction of I0, Iph, RS, RSH, and  n parameters, in 

the SDM framework, is achieved by solving a five-

equation system deduced from Eq. (1) [4]. Three 

equations are obtained by writing equation (1) at (Vm, 

Im), (VOC, I=0), and (V=0, ISC) points of the I-V 

characteristic (Fig. 2).    Two other equations are 

obtained by deriving Eq. (1) with respect to V at the 

points (ISC, 0) and (VOC,0). The system of these five 

equations can be deduced and solved using a Newton-

Raphson algorithm. 

By combining three equations, the system 

becomes a set of four equations depending on RS, RSH, 

I0 and n : 

 

𝐼0 (exp (
𝑉𝑂𝐶

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
) − exp (

−𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑆𝐶

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
)) +

𝑉𝑂𝐶

𝑅𝑠𝐻
+  

𝐼𝑆𝐶 (1 +
𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑆𝐶

𝑅𝑠𝐻
) = 0        (2) 

 

(𝑅𝑆0 − 𝑅𝑆) (
1

𝑅𝑠𝐻
+

𝐼0

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
exp (

𝑉𝑂𝐶

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
)) − 1 = 0  (3) 
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Figure. 2 I-V characteristic of an illuminated photovoltaic 

cell  

 
Table 1. Manufacturer's specifications of the used PV 

module under STC conditions 

Technical specifications  

Module  410M 

Cell type m-Si  

Maximum power point (Pmax) 10 W 

Maximum power current (Im) 0.59 A 

Maximum power voltage (Vm) 16.8 V 

Current ISC 0.65 A 

Voltage VOC 21 V 

ISC Temperature coefficient (%/oC) 0.01 

VOC Temperature coefficient ((%/oC)  -0.36 

 

(𝑅𝑆𝐻0 − 𝑅𝑆) (
1

𝑅𝑠𝐻
+

𝐼0

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
exp (

−𝑅𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐶

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
)) − 1 = 0  (4) 

 

𝐼0 (exp (
𝑉𝑂𝐶

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
) − exp (

𝑉𝑚−𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑚

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
)) +

𝑉𝑂𝐶−𝑉𝑚

𝑅𝑠𝐻
+  

𝐼𝑚 (1 +
𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑚

𝑅𝑠𝐻
) = 0     (5) 

3. Characterization of PV generator in real 

operating conditions  

Table 1 shows some technical parameters of the 

photovoltaic generator (PVG) studied, which is 

composed of NS = 36 cells connected in series. 

3.1 Experimental platform for data acquisition in 

real operating conditions  

Typically, PV generator characterization is 

achieved in a laboratory setting using solar simulators. 

The main advantage is that the factors affecting the 

measurements can be controlled. Measuring devices 

and solar simulators are manufactured to operate 

under conditions close to STC conditions. However, 

the spectral compositions of the radiation emitted by 

solar simulators are significantly different from that 

of sun light. Characterization under real operating  
 

 
Figure. 3 Experimental platform composed of (a and b) 

data acquisition system, (c) Temperature sensor, (d) 

Photovoltaic module, (e) Thermal camera, (f) 

Solarimeter, and (g) Computer 

 

conditions provides several advantages over 

laboratory characterization. The incident light in this 

case is on a clear weather and extremely uniform over 

the entire surface of the module regardless of its size. 

In addition, it provides all the illumination, 

temperature and incidence conditions necessary for 

the characterization of a PV generator. However, this 

solution has some drawbacks, such as the 

continuously varying weather conditions. Proper 

instrumentation, however, is required to measure all 

experimental data. Fig. 3 shows the experimental 

platform [1] used to collect, under real operating 

conditions, each single I-V characteristic at constant 

TM and G. 

3.2 Experimental data and their equivalent 

regression equations 

Owing to the uncertainty of the measurements, 

the experimental data collected at the points (I, V) 

considered may show some fluctuations and 

dispersions. In order to ensure optimal results, 

regression equations, derived from the literature 

(Table 2), are established to characterize the 

evolutionary trend of the experimental data at the 

three considered I-V points with respect to TM and G. 

Using this regression equations, the parameters 

evolution can be determined more reliably. Fig. 4 

shows the evolution of VOC, ISC, Im, Vm, RS0, and RSH0 

as a function of temperature obtained using equations 

reflecting the trend of experimental data of a 

monocrystalline module carried out under real 

operating conditions.  

4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Physical parameters extraction results  

Fig. 6 illustrates the experimental characteristics 

and the extracted ones using the regression equations 

for TM between 16 °C and 48 °C and four irradiation 

levels. The different characteristics presented in this  
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Figure. 4 PV module's performance as function as TM: (a) VOC, (b) VM, (c) ISC, (d) IM, (e) RS0, and (f) RSH0 

 
Table 2. PV module performance equations depending on TM and G 

Correlation equation Coefficients values 

 𝑉𝑂𝐶 = 𝑉𝑂𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (1 − 𝛼1(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑀,𝑟𝑒𝑓)) × (1 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝑛(𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑇0
⁄ ))   (6) VOC,ref = 0.6295 V  

1 ≈ 0. 00297/oC and 1 ≈ 0. 0634  

𝑉𝑚 = 𝑉𝑚,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (1 − 𝛼2(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑀,𝑟𝑒𝑓)) × (1 + 𝛽2 𝐿𝑛(𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑇0
⁄ ))   (7)   Vm,ref = 0.6295 V  

2 ≈  0. 00352/oC   and 2 ≈ 0. 0177 

𝐼𝑆𝐶 = 𝐼𝑆𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (1 + 𝛼3(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑀,𝑟𝑒𝑓)) × (𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑇0
⁄ )                       (8)    ISC,ref = - 0. 5380 A and 3= 0.0006/ 

oC  

𝐼𝑚 = 𝐼𝑚,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (1 + 𝛼4(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑀,𝑟𝑒𝑓)) × (𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑇0
⁄ )                       (9)  Im,,ref  = - 0.4999 A and 4 ≈  0.0005 

/oC 

𝑅𝑆0 = 𝑅𝑆0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (1 + 𝛼5(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑀,𝑟𝑒𝑓)) × (𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑇0
𝐺⁄ )𝛽5                (10)      RS0,ref = 0. 1250V  

5 ≈ 0. 000495/oC and 5 ≈ 0. 5172 

𝑅𝑆𝐻0 = 𝑅𝑆𝐻0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (1 + 𝛼6(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑀,𝑟𝑒𝑓)) × (𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑇0
𝐺⁄ )−𝛽6           (11)  RSH0,ref = 411.3 V  

6 ≈ 0. 00305/oC and 6 ≈ 0. 2906 
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Figure. 5 Variation of the PV module's performance with respect to G: (a) VOC, (b) VM, (c) ISC, (d) IM, (e) RS0, and (f) RSH0 

 

figure testify to good agreement of experimental PV 

cell characteristics with those predicted by extraction.  

4.2 Statistical evaluation 

Three statistical indicators are used to assess the 

accuracy of the extraction (Table 3) [1], [17] : 

 

• The mean absolute relative error (MARE): is 

sensitive to extreme and low values. MARE gives 

an idea of the prediction quality in relation to the 

measured greatness values.  

• The coefficient of determination (R2): stands for 

the fraction of predicted data that is close to those 

measured. The coefficient of determination is a 

number between 0 and 1. The closer the R2 is to 1, 

the closer the scatterplot obtained by extraction is 

to the experimental one.  

• erMax: is the maximum value of absolute relative 

errors. Thus, lower its value, better is the 

predictive capacity of a extraction method. 

Table 3. Statistical indicators used to evaluate the 

extraction method 

Indicator  Ideal 
value 

Equation 

MARE 0 

𝑴𝑨𝑹𝑬

=
𝟏

𝒑
∑ |

𝑰𝒎𝒊
− 𝑰𝑪𝒊

𝑰𝒎𝒊

|
𝒑

𝒊=𝟏
 

R2 1 

𝑹𝟐

= 𝟏 −
∑ (𝑰𝒎𝒊

− 𝑰𝑪𝒊
)

𝟐𝒑
𝒊=𝟏

∑ (𝑰𝒎𝒊
− 𝑰𝒂𝒗𝒈)

𝟐𝒑
𝒊=𝟏

 

erMax 0 
𝒆𝒓𝑴𝒂𝒙 = 𝑴𝒂𝒙(|𝑰𝒎𝒊

− 𝑰𝑪𝒊
|) 

 

In Table 4, the results obtained using the three 

statistical indicators equations are presented. The 

results show a quite satisfactory compatibility 

between the experimental measurements and the 

extraction results for different temperature and 

irradiance values, as might be expected from the  
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Figure. 6 Experimental I-V characteristics (•) and those obtained from extracted physical parameters (ꟷ) for different 

values of TM and G 

 

Table 4. Statistical evaluation of the of the characteristics generated using the extracted parameters 

G (W.m-2) TM ( oC) MARE   R2 erMax (A) 

 

 

 

 

700  

17 0.0060 0.9994 0.5638 

20 0.0081 0.9995 0.2772 

23.25 0.0114 0.9991 0.5470 

28 0.0124 0.9990 0.4370 

31 0.0103 0.9992 0.9301 

35 0.0107 0.9991 0.2378 

39 0.0077 0.9995 1.1458 

 

 

 

 

800 

16.25 0.0047 0.9998 0.0058 

20.5 0.0043 0.9998 0.0038 

24.25 0.0031 0.9999 0.0029 

28.25 0.0042 0.9998 0.0065 

32.5 0.0058 0.9998 0.0055 

36.5 0.0042 0.9997 0.0069 

40 0.0051 0.9998 0.0037 

 

 

 

 

880 

16.25 0.0041 0.9998 0.0057 

20 0.0168 0.9998 0.0094 

24 0.0132 0.9997 0.0113 

28 0.0052 0.9998 0.0057 

32 0.0042 0.9998 0.0066 

36 0.0052 0.9998 0.0061 

40 0.0028 0.9999 0.0069 

42 0.0057 0.9997 0.0077 

 

characteristic curves in Fig. 6. This highlights the 

accuracy and reliability of the extraction results.  

4.3 Physical parameters behaviors depending on 

TM and G 

The injection of calculated values from the 

regression Eq. (6), Eq. (7), Eq. (8), Eq. (9), Eq. (10), 

and Eq. (11), in Eq. (2), Eq. (3), Eq. (4), and Eq. (5), 

allows to extract I0, Iph, RS, RSH, and n for different 

TM and G values. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of RS, n, 

I0, Rsh and Iph depending on TM for four G values. 

Fig. 8 shows the variations of the extracted  
 

G (W.m-2) TM ( oC) MARE   R2 erMax (A) 

 

 

 

 

1000 

17.75 0.0152   0.9998 0.0073 

20 0.0072   0.9998 0.0073 

24 0.0063   0.9997 0.0046 

28 0.0042   0.9999 0.0004 

31 0.0097   0.9996 0.0179 

35.5 0.0069   0.9997 0.0105 

40 0.0098   0.9996 0.0141 

44 0.0061   0.9997 0.0094 

48 0.0052   0.9999 0.0062 
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Figure. 7 PVG physical parameters evolution depending on TM and G :(a) RS; (b) n; (c) RSH; (d) I0; (e) Iph. 

 

physical parameters (RS, n, RSH, I0, Iph) depending on 

irradiance for TM = 25 oC. 

To investigate the irradiance impact on the 

temperature coefficients representing the slopes of 

the curves shown in Fig. 8, we plotted their variations 

as a function of G (Fig. 9). 

For each irradiance value, the series resistance RS 

undergoes a linear increase with TM. This behavior 

can be attributed to the rise in the predominant 

resistance values of metal grid and emitter sheet [1], 

[2] and owing to the reduced mobility in the PV cell 

material [18]. The ideality factor n shows a behavior 

opposite to that of RS with TM. The value of n provides 

information on the type of mechanism involved in the 

charge carriers transport across the p-n junction [19]. 

The transport process is purely of diffusion if n = 1 

and mainly of recombination if n tends to 2 [7]. The 

results obtained show that n decreases towards 1 as 

TM increases, improving the minority carrier 

diffusion process by decreasing the semiconductor 

active layer resistance or the temperature effect on the 

Shockley Read Hall and surface recombination 

mechanisms [1]. RSH behavior shows a linear 

decrease with temperature (Fig. 7 (d)). This 

mechanisms [1]. RSH behavior shows a linear 

decrease with temperature (Fig. 7 (d)). This decrease 

is attributed to the simultaneous influence  of carriers 

trapping/untrapping and tunneling across levels of 

localized defects in semiconductors causing a current 

leakage through the p-n junction [2]. I0 undergoes 

exponentially increase with increasing temperature as 

shown in Fig. 7 (c). I0 provides an information on the 

recombination in the neutral regions. The value of I0 

reflects the rate of carrier leakage or recombination . 

Its increase due to the additional thermal activation of 

carriers [1]. Fig. 7 (e) shows a slight Iph increase with 

TM. Indeed, the band gap shrinks by increasing 

temperature and allows for the absorption of more 

photons, thus producing more charge carriers [1]. 

The increase of n and I0 is a result of the 

recombination current increase (Fig. 7 (b) and (c)) [4]. 

Indeed, as G increases the photovoltaic effect 

generates more free charge carriers. This increases 

the probability of charge carries recombination and  
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Figure. 8 PVG physical parameters (RS, n, RSH, I0, Iph) evolution as a function of irradiance for TM = 25 oC:  extracted 

values (•) and fitted curves obtained by linear regression (ꟷ) 

 

 

 
Figure. 9 G influence on temperature coefficients of n, I0, RS and RSH, deduced from the fitting curves of Fig. 7 
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Table 5. Variation laws of PVG physical parameters with respect to TM and G 

 

results in the breaking of many atomic bonds by the 

released low energy, thus creating additional sites of 

recombination and enhancing the recombination 

effect [4]. In Fig. 8 (a), it is shown that, in the studied 

irradiance range from 700 to 1000W/m2, at 

temperature of 25°C, the series resistance RS decreases 

polynomially. This can be attributed to the 

conductivity improvement in the active layer owing to 

the photogenerated carriers increase [22].  

4.4 Modeling of physical parameters changes 

depending on TM and G 

From regression analysis of the physical 

parameter variations with respect to TM and G, Eq. 

(12) to Eq. (16) were derived (Table 5). The table 

includes also the values of temperature and irradiation 

coefficients, as well as physical parameters at 

reference state. These equations have the advantage of 

taking into account the G effect on the temperature 

coefficients by including specific terms. 

In order to assess the reliability of the parameter 

behavior description by the proposed equations, we 

present the comparison results with some expressions 

commonly used in the literature (Eq. (17) to Eq. (36) 

and Fig. 10 to Fig. 15). 

The prediction accuracy of the proposed equations 

is evaluated by comparison with some other 

commonly used in scientific literature. The TM effect 

on I0, n, RS, and RSH is assessed for G = 1000 W.m-2. 

 

• Saturant current I0 versus TM  [2] 

 

𝐼0 = 𝐼0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
𝑇𝑀

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

3 𝐴⁄

𝐸𝑥𝑝 (
𝑞𝐸𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐴𝑘𝐵
(

1

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
−

1

𝑇𝑀
))  (17) 

 

𝐼0 = 𝐼0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
𝑇𝑀

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

3

𝐸𝑥𝑝 (
𝑞𝐸𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐴𝑘𝐵
(

1

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
−

1

𝑇𝑀
))     (18) 

 

𝐼0 = 𝐼0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
𝑇𝑀

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

3

𝐸𝑥𝑝 (
𝑞

𝐴𝑘𝐵
(

𝐸𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
−

𝐸𝑔

𝑇𝑀
))       (19) 

 

𝐼0 = 𝑐1𝑇𝑀
3𝐸𝑥𝑝 (

𝑐2

𝑇𝑀
)                                            (20) 

 

Model   coefficient values R2 MARE 

𝑅𝑆(𝑇𝑀 , 𝐺) = 𝑅𝑆,𝑟𝑒𝑓[1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝑅𝑠  (𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)] ×                   (12) 

                    [1 + 𝑏1(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 𝑏2(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)
2

]  

Where : 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝑅𝑠 = 𝑎1 [1 + 𝑎2(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 𝑎3(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)
2

] 

RS,ref = 0.0637 Ω 

a1 = 2.84×10-3 oC-1 

a2 = - 1.50×10-4 W-1.m2 

a3 = 1.61×10-6 W-2.m4 

b1 = - 1.61×10-4 W-1.m2 

b2 = 2.32×10-7 W-2.m4 

G = 1000 W.m-2 

0.998 8×10-4 

G = 800 W.m-2 

0.997 6×10-3 

 𝑛(𝑇𝑀 , 𝐺) = 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓[1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝑛 (𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)] ×                        (13) 

                 [1 + 𝑏3(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 𝑏4(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)
2

]  

Where :  𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝑀 = 𝑎4 [1 + 𝑎5(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 𝑎6(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)
2

]  

nref  = 1.2785 

a4 = - 4.58×10-3 oC-1 

a5 = 1.40×10-4 W-1.m2 

a6 = 7.18×10-8 W-2.m4 

b3 = 2.35×10-4 W-1.m2 

b4 = 7.44×10-8 W-2.m4 

G = 1000 W.m-2 

0.997 1×10-3 

G = 800 W.m-2 

0.996 6×10-3 

𝐼0(𝑇𝑀 , 𝐺) = 𝐼0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 [1 + 𝑏5(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 𝑏6(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)
2

]        (14) 

                  𝐸𝑥𝑝[𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝐼𝑜 (𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)]                     

Where:  𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝑀 = 𝑎7 [1 + 𝑎8(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 𝑎9(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)
2

] 

I0,ref  = 2.5×10-9 A 

a7 = 0.0302 oC-1 

a8 = -1.22×10-3 W-1.m2 

a9 = -1.71×10-6 W-2.m4 

b5 = 3.73×10-3 W-1.m2 

b6 = 4.56×10-6 W-2.m4 

G = 1000 W.m-2 

0.994 5×10-3 

G = 800 W.m-2 

0.985 2×10-2 

𝑅𝑆𝐻(𝑇𝑀 , 𝐺) = 𝑅𝑆𝐻,𝑟𝑒𝑓[1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝑅𝑠ℎ  (𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)] ×               (15) 

                       [1 + 𝑏7(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)]  

Where:   𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝑀 = 𝑎10 [1 + 𝑎11(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 𝑎12(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)
2

] 

RSH,ref = 411 Ω 

a10 = - 2.91×10-3  oC-1 

a11 = - 4.33×10-4 W-1.m2 

a12 = - 5.36×10-7 W-2.m4 

b7 = 3.21×10-4 W-1.m2 

G = 1000 W.m-2 

0.995 2×10-3 

G = 800 W.m-2 

0.996 1.5×10-3 

   𝐼𝑝ℎ(𝑇𝑀 , 𝐺) = 𝐼𝑆𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑓 ×
𝐺

𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓
[1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑇𝐼𝑝ℎ  (𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑀,𝑟𝑒𝑓)]    (16)   

                                            

ISC,ref = 0.5381 A 

coefTIph ≈ 0.0006 oC-1 

G = 1000 W.m-2 

0.998 2.5×10-5 

G = 800 W.m-2 

0.990 3×10-3 
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Figure. 10 Error rate between values of I0 predicted using 

the models and I0 extracted, for G= 1000 W.m-2 

 

 
Figure. 11 Error rate between the values of n predicted 

usin the models and n extracted, for G= 1000 W.m-2 

 

 
Figure. 12 Error rate between the values of RS predicted 

using the models and RS extracted, for G= 1000 W.m-2 

 

• Ideality factor n versus TM [23] 

 

𝑛 = 𝑐3 𝑇𝑀⁄                                                             (21) 

   

𝑛 = (1 − 𝑐4 𝑇𝑀
2⁄ )

−1
                                            (22) 

 

𝑛 = 1 + 𝑐5 𝑇𝑀⁄                                                      (23) 

 

Figure. 13 Error rate between the values of RSH predicted 

using the models and RSH extracted, for G= 1000 W.m-2 

 

 
Figure. 14 Error rate between the values of RS predicted 

using the models and RS extracted, for TM= 25oC 

 

• Series resistance RS versus TM [24]–[26] 

 

𝑅𝑆 = 𝑅𝑆,𝑟𝑒𝑓𝐸𝑥𝑝 (𝑐6(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓))                     (24) 

 

𝑅𝑆 = 𝑅𝑆,𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑇𝑀 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓⁄ )
𝑐7

                                    (25) 

 

𝑅𝑆 = 𝑐7(𝑇𝑀 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓⁄ ) + 𝑐8                                     (26) 

 

• Shunt resistance RSH versus TM [1], [24] 

 

𝑅𝑆𝐻 = 𝑐9𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝑐10 𝑇𝑀⁄ )                                      (27) 

 

𝑅𝑆𝐻 = 𝑅𝑆𝐻,𝑟𝑒𝑓(1 + 𝑐11(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 

𝑐12 (𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)
2

)   (28) 

 

The prediction accuracy of G effect on RS, RSH, and 

n is evaluated for a constant temperature TM = 25 oC. 

 

• Series resistance RS versus G [26– 28] 
 

𝑅𝑆 = 𝑑1(𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓⁄ )
𝑑2

                                      (29) 
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Figure. 15 Error rate between the values RSH predicted 

using the models and RSH extracted, for TM= 25oC 

 

 
Figure. 16 Error rate between the values of n predicted 

using the models and those extracted, for TM= 25oC 

 

𝑅𝑆 = 𝑑3 (1 − 𝑑4𝑙𝑛(𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓⁄ ))                     (30) 

 

𝑅𝑆 = 𝑑5(𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓⁄ )
𝑏

+ 𝑑6                          (31) 

 

• Shunt resistance RSH versus G      [1]–[3]        

 

𝑅𝑆𝐻 = 𝑑7(𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓⁄ )                                          (32)  

 

𝑅𝑆𝐻 = 𝑑8(𝐺 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓⁄ )
𝑑9

                                      (33) 

 

𝑅𝑆𝐻 = 𝑑10 + 𝑑11 𝑙𝑛(𝐺)                                   (34) 

 

• Ideality factor n versus G [3]              
 

𝑛 = 𝑑12 + 𝑑13 𝐺                             (35) 

 

𝑛 = 𝑑14 + 𝑑15 𝑙𝑛(𝐺)                       (36) 

 

Fig. 10 to Fig. 16 show a good compatibility of the 

proposed law with the experimental results presented, 

comparable with those presented in the scientific  
 

Table 6. Statistical evaluation of prediction using the 

proposed equation and Eq. (37) 

G 

Eq. (37)     

With : Rref2 = 0.0199 Ω,  

Rref2 = 0.0438Ω,  

c13 = 0.0045 and d16 = -0.549 

Proposed         

Eq. (12) 

R2 MRAE R2 MRAE 

1000 0.992 0.002 0.999 7×10-5 

890 0.899 2,5×10-3 0.990 2×10-3 

800 0.997 9×10-4 0.998 6×10-5 

700 0.979 2×10-4 0.997 7×10-4 

 

 
Figure. 17 Error rate between the Rs values predicted by 

the models and those extracted, obtained using proposed 

equation and Eq. (37) equations for G=1000 W.m-2 

 

 
Figure. 18 Error rate between the Rs values predicted by 

the models and those extracted, obtained using proposed 

equation and Eq. (37) for G=800 W.m-2 

 

literature. The lower values of the error rate, obtained 

by the various laws, attest to the reliability of both the 

experimental data collected and the proposed 

equations. 

In the scientific literature, empirical laws are 

reported where the influences of G and TM on physical 

parameters appear decorrelated [2, 28]:  
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Table 7. Statistical evaluation of prediction using the 

proposed equation and Eq. (38) 

G 

Eq. (38) 

With : n0 = 1.235,  

c14 = 0.0052, and  

d17 = 4.7×10-6 

Proposed       Eq. 

(13) 

R2 MRAE R2 MRAE 

1000 0.5565 0.0309 0.9994 10-5 

890 0.9698 0.0065 0.9976 0.0018 

800 0.9111 0.0108 0.9995 6×10-4 

700 0.0180 0.0329 0.9980 0.0013 

 

 
Figure. 19 Error rate between the n values predicted by the 

models and those extracted, obtained using proposed 

equation and Eq. (38) for G=1000 W.m-2 
 

 
Figure. 20 Error rate between the n values predicted by the 

models and those extracted, obtained using proposed 

equation and Eq. (38) equations for G=800 m-2 

 

𝑅𝑠 = 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓2 (1 + 𝑐13(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)) +

                                             𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓1 (
𝐺

𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

𝑑16

                (37) 

 

𝑛 = 𝑛0 + 𝑐14(𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) + 𝑑17(𝐺 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑓)   (38) 

By regression analysis we obtain the results 

presented in Tables 6 and 7 and Fig. 17 to Fig. 20.  

Tables 6 and 7 and Fig. 16 to Fig. 20 show a best 

compatibility of the proposed laws given by Eq. (12) 

and Eq. (13) with the experimental results, compared 

to those given by Eq. (37) and Eq. (38). The values of 

the statistical indicators (R2 and MARE) attest to the 

degrees of reliability of the two proposed equations. 

This highlights the importance of the proposed laws 

that combine the effects of G and T in a correlated way. 

4.5 PV module performances prediction 

The I-V characteristics as well as the output power 

of the PV modules for a given TM and G can be 

determined using the equations presented in Table 5. 

To this end, Lambert's W function [17]  was utilized 

to explicitly express the PVG module performance in 

terms of physical parameters and voltage (Eq. (39) to 

Eq. (42)). 

 

𝐼 =
𝑉 (𝑁𝑆𝑅𝑆𝐻)⁄ −𝐼0−𝐼𝑝ℎ

1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄
+

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑆
×  

𝑊 {
𝑅𝑆.𝐼0

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ(1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄ )
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑉 𝑁𝑆⁄ +𝑅𝑆(𝐼0+𝐼𝑝ℎ)

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ(1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄ )
)}     (39) 

 

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝑉 {
𝑉 (𝑁𝑆𝑅𝑆𝐻)⁄ −𝐼0−𝐼𝑝ℎ

1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄
+

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑆
×

𝑊 {
𝑅𝑆.𝐼0

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ(1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄ )
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑉 𝑁𝑆⁄ +𝑅𝑆(𝐼0+𝐼𝑝ℎ)

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ(1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄ )
)}}         (40) 

 

𝐼𝑆𝐶 =
−𝐼0−𝐼𝑝ℎ

1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄
+

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑆
×

𝑊 {
𝑅𝑆.𝐼0

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ(1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄ )
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑅𝑆(𝐼0+𝐼𝑝ℎ)

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ(1+𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑆𝐻⁄ )
)}           (41) 

 

𝑉𝑂𝐶 = 𝑁𝑆 {𝑅𝑆𝐻(𝐼0 + 𝐼𝑝ℎ) + 𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ ×

𝑊 {
𝑅𝑆𝐻 .𝐼0

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑅𝑆𝐻(𝐼0+𝐼𝑝ℎ)

𝑛 𝑉𝑡ℎ
)}}                                (42) 

 

Where, NS stands for the number of cells in the 

module linked in series.           

Using these equations together with the proposed 

Eq. (12) to Eq. (16), the performance of PV generators 

and their current-voltage characteristics can be 

predicted under real operating conditions (Fig. 21).  

This technique can form a basis for forecasting the 

PV module performances and can be incorporated into 

maximum power point tracking (MPPT) programs to 

extract peak power output under different operating 

conditions. Indeed, PV modules exhibit non-linear I-

V characteristics, with a maximum power point (MPP), 

which depends on temperature and irradiance (Fig. 10). 

In order to match the PV modules to the load, they  
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Figure. 21 Prediction of the power (a and c) and current-voltage characteristic (b and d) of the module under different 

operating temperature and irradiance conditions 

 

must operate at their MPP despite the changes in 

weather conditions through the use of MPPT. When 

the weather parameters change, the new MPP must be 

found as soon as possible. Moreover, the automated 

systems used to find PPM must also ensure a good 

dynamic operation of the PV system. The most 

commonly used MPPT methods [29] are perturbation 

and observation (P&O), conductance increment (CI) 

and fractional open circuit voltage (FCO). They 

consist in measuring some electrical parameters 

generated by the PV generator using sensors, in order 

to monitor instantly the PPM. The P&O algorithm 

involves perturbing the PV module voltage around its 

initial value, and then analyzing the variation of the 

PV power output. The conductance increment (CI) 

algorithm, builds on the fact that the derivative of the 

PV module output power with respect to the voltage is 

zero at MPP. The FCO algorithm is based on the 

principle that the voltage at the maximum power point 

is always a constant fraction of VOC. The open circuit 

voltage is measured and then used as an input for the 

monitor.  

Reliability, accuracy and tracking speed are key 

factors in evaluating the performance of MPPT 

controls. For the three presented methods, it is difficult 

to reach simultaneously a fast-tracking time with high 

accuracy. This problem multiplies when there are 

sudden variations or the presence of partial shading 

that covers a fraction of the GPV. Injecting the 

proposed equations into the MPPT algorithms and 

using TM and G measurement sensors can contribute 

to increase prediction efficiencies of MPP by 

simultaneously improving tracking speed and 

accuracy. 

5 Conclusion  

This work, aimed at predicting the PV modules 

performance from the physical parameter’s behavior 

with respect to the G and TM has led to the following 
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conclusions: 

 

• The lower values of the error between 

experimentally extracted data and data predicted 

by means of the various scientific literature laws, 

attest to the reliability of the experimental data 

collected.  This also reveals the importance of 

using regression equations to minimize the 

uncertainty in the evolution of the experimental 

data versus T and G. 

• RS, Iph, n and Rsh vary linearly with TM with a 

negative coefficient for RS, Iph and positive for the 

remaining two parameters. I0 follows an 

exponential law and increases with TM. 

• RS, n and I0 vary polynomially with G with an 

increase of n, I0 and a decrease of RS as G increases. 

Both other parameters Rsh and Iph grow linearly 

with G. 

• The proposed laws, which combine the effects of 

G and T in a correlated way, allow to better predict 

the behavior of the physical parameters. 

• The new proposed laws represent laws that, for the 

first time in the scientific literature, take into 

account the G effect on the temperature 

coefficients by including specific terms. 

• The proposed laws can be used as a basis for 

forecasting the crystalline photovoltaic cells 

performance and to locate the maximum power 

point under changing climatic conditions. 

 

Despite the better compatibility of the proposed 

laws with the experimental results presented in this 

work, it is recommended to confirm their reliability by 

conducting the study over wider temperature and 

irradiance ranges. For this purpose, this work will be 

extended to larger intervals of TM and G values and 

will investigate the behavior of other PV module 

technologies such as polycrystalline and perovskite. 
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Nomenclature 

PV         Photovoltaic 

PVG    Photovoltaic generator 

T          Temperature [°C] 

TM        Module temperature [°C] 

Tref       Reference temperature [°C] 

G         Irradiance [W/m2] 

MPPT  Maximum Power Point Tracking 

MPP     Maximum Power Point  

ISC        Short circuit current [A] 

VOC      Open circuit voltage [V] 

Im         Maximum power current [A] 

Vm        Maximum power voltage [V] 

I           Module terminal Current [A] 

V          Module output voltage [V]  

SDM    Single diode model 

I0          Reverse saturation current [A] 

n           Ideality factor 

Iph         Photo-generated current [A] 

RS         Series resistance [Ω] 

RSH       Shunt resistance [Ω]  

RS0        Slope of the I-V characteristic at the short  

             circuit point [Ω] 

RSH0      Slope of the I-V characteristic at the open  

             circuit point [Ω] 

Vth        Thermal voltage [V] 

e           Electron charge (=1,6.10-19 C) 

kB          Boltzmann constant (=1.3806×10-23 J/K) 

STC      Standard test conditions (T  = 25 °C, 

             G0= 1000 W/m2 and AM=1.5) 

NS         PV module Cells number connected in    

             series 

Pm         Maximum power [W] 

αi          Temperature coefficient of PV module   

              performance (i=1, 2, …) 

βi           Irradiance coefficient of PV module 

              performance (i=1, 2, …) 

CoefTi   Temperature coefficients of the predicted   

             physical parameters ( I =RS, RSH, n, and I0 )  

ai            Coefficient of G influence on temperature  

             coefficients of the predicted physical              

             parameters (i=1, 2, …) 

bi           Irradiance coefficients on predicted      

             physical parameters (i=1, 2, …) 

ci          Physical parameters coefficient   

             temperature of laws derived from   

             literature (i=1, 2, …) 

di          Physical parameters coefficient   

             irradiance of laws derived from   

             literature (i=1, 2, …) 

Vm, ref      Maximum power voltage at reference  
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               state [V] 

TM, ref      Reference operating temperature (25°C) 

VOC, ref    Open circuit voltage at reference  

               state [V] 

Gref,            Reference irradiation [W/m2] 

Isc, ref       Short circuit current at reference  

               state [A] 

Im, ,ref       Maximum power current at reference  

               state [A] 

I0, ref        Saturation current at reference  

               state [A] 

nref          Ideality factor at reference  

               state 

RS, ref      Series resistance at reference  

               state [Ω] 

RSH, ref    shunt resistance at reference  

               state [Ω] 

MARE    Mean Absolute Relative Error 

R2           Coefficient of determination 

erMax    Maximum absolute relative error 

Iavg             Average value of the measured current 

I,mi          ith measured current intensity. 

Ici           ith extracted current intensity;   

p            number of points that have been   

              measured experimentally 
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